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Assemble are the Turner Prize winning 
collective responsible for works that 
encourage active collaboration for social 
groups & communities. Their craft is 
dedicated to creating the means to 
productivity, not necessarily a product to be 
displayed in the gallery. This aspect of their 
collective is what motivated us to 
investigate.

Yasmeen
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Assemble started out as a group of architects who take on self 
built structures and experiences. Their work changed known 
spaces or situations and alters the experience of the viewer. 

Some examples are Cineroleum, the closed down petrol 

station made cinema, Baltic Street Adventure Playground, a 
permanent child-led space where children can play freely and 

deeply, & Granby Four Streets, a project described as “not 
one of restoration, but of repair and adaptation, responding to 

the specific condition of each house.”

Yasmeen
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Becky 

We wanted to investigate the iceberg. Every 
institution has its failings. With this 

information we can humanise an otherwise 
glorified institution. Not as slander, but to 

realise the importance of necessary failure 
and craft over success - both being essential 

aspects of an artistic career. Not every 
project can succeed, but we do it anyway. 
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We were lucky enough to visit their studios 
with the PTBM course, but we wanted to 

know more.

Our proposal was to email their press team 
and organise an interview. Emily made the 

initial phone call, there an email was drafted 
up by her and Charlie.


Structure of email? Make offerings over 
requests, otherwise the initial questions 

seems like charity - give & receive attitude 
from start.


Charlie 
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Emily 

• 17 members - 2 administrative, 15 designers
• Rotating management system, with alternating 

admin leaders and HR. 
• Buddy system

• Team members can still find core, more personal 
projects

• Passion is at the forefront
• Open, casual, keenly interested in supporting 

whichever collective they work with
• Drawing takes a big part in the project planning

• Even unsuccessful projects must be 
documented

• Work in UK / Abroad
• Growth over time - all staff being payed fully out 

of the projects they do now
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After finding out about their London Craft Week event, we 
agreed to promote Assemble’s Sugarhouse Studio in the 
arts newsletter JUST in time - a paper we’re business 
developers of. 

JUST in time has a weekly newsletter every Friday 
morning. Considering the LCW event was happening 

on 11th - 12th May, Friday & Saturday, we considered it 
appropriate timing that we stick it in the ‘what’s on’ 

segment of the newsletter.

Charlie
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After our discussion and the promoting of their 
weekend event on the 11th - 12th May, we 

proposed to write an article about Assemble and 
their London Craft Week event for our JIT 

newsletter.

We attended their claymation class during LCW. All 

the artists were extremely friendly, rejecting any 
formalised teaching in the workshops, and very 

open to conversations about who they were and 
their craft.

Charlie
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Becky 

We failed to get their failures? Interesting…


